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THE DECENTRALIZED 
INTERNET ECOSYSTEM

Blockchain technologies are propelling the next 
generation of the Internet - known as the Internet of 
Value. In the current Internet, the technologies are 
centralized which leads to extensive challenges in 
security, scalability, and privacy. In the blockchain 
powered New Internet, everything from applications to 
back-end platforms to file storage to data storage & 
management are decentralized. Without these 
decentralized components, the New Internet would not 
be able to run efficiently and scale to massive use.

Bluzelle plays a critical role in the building of the 
New 
Decentralized Internet.

THE NEW INTERNET WILL 
BE DECENTRALIZED
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THE CURRENT INTERNET HAS LED TO DATA PROBLEMS

DATA 
CENSORSHIP
With centralized data storage on the 
cloud or in data centers, it is easy 
for a company, country or coalition 
of countries to forcefully shutdown 
any and all computing servers that 
they chose to.

DATA RETENTION
There is no scientific means to 
ensure data collected on an 
individual is in fact deleted, when 
that person asks for it to be purged.

DATA BREACHES
It has become commonplace to read 
about companies who have had 
data systems breached either 
intentionally by a hacker, or by 
negligent system design.

DATA BREACHES
Any centralized or distributed 
approach to data storage is prone to 
hit limits in terms of the scale to 
which it can reach, as well as 
provide non-deterministic 
performance metrics.



BLUZELLE IS A DECENTRALIZED DATABASE
Manages and stores data through sharding to achieve unprecedented 

security and scale.

PHASE ONE RECAP



IN JULY 2017 WE BEGAN PHASE ONE: 
THE BLUZELLE DECENTRALISED DATABASE

Bluzelle uses idle computer hardware by 
incentivizing people to rent out their resources to 
create a decentralized crypto-economic database 
network.

Bluzelle is a decentralized service that provides on-
demand, scalable databases. It is for developers who 
are dissatisfied with the costs, limited scalability, and 
complexity of existing database systems. Bluzelle is 
low-cost, quick to deploy, provides high performance, 
and has a solid scalability path. Bluzelle aims to provide 
enterprise-grade database services at a price for all can 
afford.

APPLICATION

It takes enormous time, effort, and coordination 
to provision new databases today because of a 

lack of resources to meet the administration 
challenges of rolling out complex clustered 

systems.” Forrester Research, 2017



WHAT ARE BLUZELLE DATABASE’S FEATURES?

FEATURE  DESCRIPTION

Guaranteed Privacy Bluzelle employs cryptography and sharding techniques to provide a privacy guarantee. 

High Reliability
Bluzelle redundantly stores tiny pieces of data on nodes across the globe, eliminating 
any single point of failure.

Enterprise Scalability Bluzelle stores data in a unique, distributed and intelligent manner that is able to 
provide enterprise-level scalability.

High Performance 
Speeds

Bluzelle dynamically adjusts the number and location of nodes sharding the consumer’s 
data to meet performance metrics. 

No Hackers
Bluzelle’s use of consensus is the only method by which updates to the network can be 
accepted as the “truth” - making the data hack-proof

Low Cost
Bluzelle operates no data centers as all computer resources are provided by network 
producers who earn funds and pass the savings to consumers. 



12 MONTHS LATER WE ACCOMPLISHED

$19.5M 
TOKEN SALE

Bluzelle executed a successful 
public token sale in January 2018 
which had over 7,500 participants. 

GREW THE TEAM 
FROM 7 TO 15

We brought on exceptional talent 
from around the world who have 
vast experience in data networks 
and infrastructure. This included 
people who sold their business to 
Cradlepoint and who worked for 
NASA. 

RELEASED 
BLUZELLE 
LOVELACE
June 30, 2018 we completed work 
on the first testnet version of the 
Bluzelle Decentralised Database. It 
has support for Ethereum, NEO C#, 
Javascript, Python. 
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30+ 
APPLICATIONS

BUILT UP OUR ECOSYSTEM

6 
GLOBAL 

BLOCKCHAIN 
PLATFORMS

2 
GLOBAL 

STRATEGIC 
PARTNERS



EVENTS

On average one 
event every 
2.5 days

60+
CITIES
20+

MEDIA COVERAGE
90+

COMMUNITY

Email List 60K
Twitter 34K

Telegram 23K
Medium 5K

100K+

ESTABLISHED A STRONG GLOBAL PRESENCE

Singapore
Vancouver

London
New York

San Francisco
Shanghai

Tokyo



BLUZELLE IS BUILDING THE NEW 
DATA ECONOMY

A decentralized data ecosystem that gives you full data control and the 
ability to monetise that data. 

PHASE TWO



DATA IS NOW A CURRENCY

Data has become a new currency, the result of the explosion of applications and devices around the world controlled by 
centralized parties. Everyone uses products like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Google and think it’s free. But it is not. We are 
paying them with our personal data. This would be fine as everything does have a cost. The problem is these companies are 
monetising, manipulating and mis-handling your data. 

There are cases for each. Ex. Facebook and Cambridge Analytics for data manipulation. Ex. Equifax for data breaches. 

Bluzelle is a decentralized data ecosystem that allows individuals and businesses to have full data control and the ability to 
monetise that data. Bluzelle provides a decentralised database that manages and stores data through sharding to 
achieve unprecedented security and scale. Alongside the database, Bluzelle offers a framework that supports private 
data control, data syndication and decentralised web infrastructure. Payments between all parties in the Bluzelle data 
ecosystem is done via BLZ, the Bluzelle cryptocurrency. Bluzelle supports multiple programming languages, including those 
used by both blockchain and non-blockchain applications.



BLUZELLE NEW
DATA ECONOMY
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DATA 
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THE BLUZELLE NEW DATA ECONOMY

DATA
WALLET

System where your data is secured 
in Bluzelle DB and you choose who 
gets access and for how long. 
Public-private key infrastructure. Ex. 
Data Wallets.

DATA 
MARKETPLACE

System that allows consumers and 
businesses to curate their data and 
sell it through marketplaces how 
they choose. Ex. Data 
marketplaces.

DECENTRALISED WEB 
INFRASTRUCTURE

System for new web services to be 
built that are immune to censorship 
control, breaches, downtime, and 
can perform consistently. 

Ethereum built a smart contract framework on top its own blockchain to allow people to develop new business applications. Bluzelle follows a similar 
model, but instead of a blockchain, Bluzelle centers everything around it’s decentralised database. On top of that is a framework of different systems that 
drive development of new data-related business applications. These applications cannot work without data being efficiently stored and managed by the 
Bluzelle database. 
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1. Alice signs up to a data wallet that 
operates like a crypto wallet. 

2. The data wallet gives specific access 
to Alice’s data on the Bluzelle DB. 
(similar to crypto wallet giving access 
to crypto on the blockchain)

3. Alice joins Facebook and gives access 
to her data through her Data Wallet. 

4. Facebook builds Alice profile from her 
data stored on the Bluzelle DB

5. Bob asks to see Alice’s Facebook page 
and it checks if Bob is authorised on 
Alice’s data wallet. 

6. Alice closes Facebook account and 
Bluzelle DB and Alice’s data wallet 
cryptographically sign off

7. Data wallet turns access off from 
Facebook. Alice is 100% assured 
Facebook can no longer use her data. 

BLZ Token Use:
Facebook pays BLZ to access data wallet
Producers earn BLZ for storing data

DATA WALLET

Currently you can delete your account 
from a service like Facebook but there is 
no proof they are still not using your data. 
With Bluzelle, there is a scientific method 
and cryptographic proof they cannot do 
so. 



DATA MARKETPLACE
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1. Alice signs as a syndicator on a data wallet. 
2. Alice stores her Open Street Map (OSM) data on Bluzelle DB
3. Fysical GPS App requests from data marketplace to read 

Paris map data 
4. Marketplace contacts the selected syndicator for the OSM 

data
5. Data wallet gets OSM data for Fysical
6. Data wallet sends access to Paris Data 
7. Data Marketplace sends Fysical the requested Paris data/

BLZ Token Use:
Alice gets paid BLZ for syndicating her OSM data
Producers gets paid BLZ for being OSM storage point on DB
Data wallet get paid BLZ for giving access to data
Data marketplace get paid BLZ for packaging data to Fysical



ALICE ON A BLUZELLE 
ENABLED BROWSER

3RD PARTY
DECENTRALIZED
FILE STORE

3RD PARTY
SMART 
CONTRACT
DECENTRALIZED

BLUZELLE
DATABASE1

2

3

1. Alice requests a Bluzelle Style URL 
and a the page is requested from 
Bluzelle DB

2. Alice simultaneously requests multiple 
files from 3rd party. 

3. Alice makes a purchases from a 
smart-contract powered token site.

**In this structure, intruders cannot make 
changes to the site without consensus. 

BLZ Token Use:
Producers earn BLZ for being a storage 
node

DECENTRALISED WEB 
INFRASTRUCTURE
Previously, ICO web pages could be hacked and changed 
so that funds were stolen, using older methods due to 
centralized web site architecture. With Bluzelle, a web 
page can no longer be hacked due to the DB’s 
decentralized design.



TOKEN VELOCITY IN THE BLUZELLE DATA ECONOMY

PRODUCERS DATA WALLET 
PROVIDERS

DATA 
MARKETPLACES

DATA 
OWNERS

Earn for storage Earn when 
personal data is 
accessed

Earn when 
syndicated data is 
accessed

Earn when 
syndicated data is 
accessed

Earns whenever 
dataset is 
accessed

For an economy to grow and prosper it needs multiple ways it’s currency can be used. In Phase One with the Bluzelle Decentralised Database, the BLZ 
token is used by customers to pay for storing data and producers earn BLZ for providing their hardware as storage nodes. With the Bluzelle Data 
Economy, we are creating many more ways for BLZ to be used by all participants. 



TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS
SWARMING
Each swarm is a collection of computers all duplicating the same data, 
giving 100% availablility, even if individual nodes go up or down. 
Combining many swarms dynamically enables the storage of massive 
amounts of data across under-utilized machines. This brings reliability, 
just-in-time scalability, and security.

SHARDING
Data is split up horizontally, assigning key-value-pairs to different 
swarms, where the swarms each are geographically distributed. 
Distributing data shards spatially relative to end-users provide high 
availability and performance, like a CDN. Parallelization of data 
retrieval provides high performance, similar to torrent networks.

CONSENSUS
Consensus is the key to managing a collection of trustless computers 
in a decentralized network to ensure data is safe from attacks or faults. 
Each Bluzelle swarm conducts PBFT consensus amongst its nodes, 
and swarms themselves conduct similar consensus at the metaswarm 
level.

Image source: https://www.behance.net/romaintrystram



Bluzelle DB: Swarm 
Discovery Decentralisation
With Lovelace, a client needs to know 
at least one endpoint in the swarm. 
This will go away with the clever use of 
Ethereum to bootstrap clients, via a 
smart contract. 

Bluzelle DB: GUI 
CRUD Client
A web and desktop-
compliant client that lets you 
interact with your data on the 
Bluzelle DB.

Bluzelle DB: Swarm Emulator  
Bluzelle DB emulator that allows full 
emulation of a local swarm, 
streamlining the development process 
without the need to launch a local 
testnet.

Data MarketPlace
Consists of a web page to visitors of 
the marketplace where they can see 
datasets that are syndicated. Visitors 
have the immediate option to consume 
this data.

THE NEXT 6 MONTHS

Web Infra Parser 
This endpoint is Bluzelle-enabled, allowing it to take 
in a base Bluzelle DB-based KVP, and use that as 
the document root for a web site. The parser can be 
incorporated into existing web servers to “Bluzelle-
enable” them. 

Data 
Publishing Toolkit
Enable data marketplaces to be 
built, as part of the data 
syndication aspect of the Bluzelle 
data economy. Data publishers 
can do batch uploads, updates, 
and removals of massive 
amounts of data.

Web Enabled 
Server
Takes in any arbitrary 
Bluzelle DB KVP as input 
and renders a page 
accordingly. It will be 
powered by the web 
infrastructure parser. 



LEADERSHIP TEAM

Neeraj is an engineer and computer 
systems architect with over 20 years 
experience. He has worked for 
Google, IBM, Hewlett Packard, 
Lufthansa, Thales Avionics. Projects 
include: locking down of modified 
Android OS for retail markets; 
multicast UDP satellite-based 
systems, design and development of 
secure and FFA-approved systems 
for Airbus and Boeing. Neeraj was the 
fourth employee of acquired 
blockchain startup, Zero Block.

NEERAJ MURARKA
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICER

PAVEL BAINS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER

Pavel has over 15 years experience 
in operational management, digital 
technology and finance. An NCAA 
honor roll student-athlete from UCLA, 
Pavel also was the co-founder of 
Storypanda, a digital book platform 
that published critically acclaimed 
titles by DreamWorks, Warner Bros, 
Peanuts and more. Pavel was in GM 
and CFO roles for video game 
studios, including looking after 7 
Disney studios across four continents 
and 350 people and $150M budgets.

Andrew co-founded Pertino Networks 
which built a distributed routing and 
switching fabric on public cloud 
infrastructure with simplified 
management system for network 
configuration and policy. It raised over 
$35M and was acquired by 
Cradlepoint in which Andrew led out 
technical roadmaps for Software 
Defined WAN/Perimeter and IoT. 
Andrew has two patents in the 
networking and security space with 
another six pending.

ANDREW MASTRACCI
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT



MONTY THIBAULT
SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPER

MEHDI KOLAHCHI
SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPER

NITIN CUNHA
DEVELOPER 
RELATIONS

ISABEL SCROGGIN
LEAD RESEARCHER

RICH NISTUK
SENIOR ENGINEER

JOHN LAM
SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPER

WENDY KOH
OPERATIONS 

DIRECTOR
YINGYAO XIE
MARKETING 
MANAGER

BLUZELLE TEAM (TOTAL 15)



ADVISORY TEAM (TOTAL 10)

ALEX 
LEVERINGTON
Crypto-Tech Advisor

Alex is a core developer 
of Ethereum being 

there from the 
beginning. He has a 

deep understanding of 
decentralized 

infrastructure and 
crypto-technologies. 

BRIAN FOX
Open-Source & 

Networks Advisor

Brian is an advocate of 
Free Software, the 

author of GNU Bash 
Shell which is used in 
the majority of Linux 

based software, and the 
current CTO of Mesh 

Labs.

PRASHANT 
MALIK

Database Advisor

Prashant is an early 
Facebook Engineer 
who went on to co-

create Apache 
Cassandra, a database 

known for its robust 
support and high 

performance amongst 
NoSQL systems



COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS
Starting in 2014, Bluzelle technologies have been deployed to 
multiple uses and applications:

• An Ethereum-based KYC Shared Ledger for HSBC, OCBC, 
MUFG

• An Ethereum-based insurance platform for MSIG and AIA
• A Ripple-based cross border POC for Temenos and Maybank

Bluzelle  was named by the World Economic Forum as a 
Technology Pioneer for 2017. Previous winners include Google, 
Spotify, Twitter, AirBnB amongst others. 

Forrester named Bluzelle a top blockchain vendor in Asia. 

Team of 15 with backgrounds in computer science, technology 
networks, cognitive science, AI, digital media and more. 

Offices in Singapore and Vancouver.

FORBES
This Singapore Startup Is Betting On Blockchain For The Future Of Data 
Security

COINDESK
The Decentralized Web Just Might Need Databases, Too

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TIMES
Why Your Data Could Be At Risk Without Decentralized Computing

https://www.forbes.com/sites/chynes/2018/03/22/this-singapore-startup-bets-on-blockchain-for-the-future-of-data-security/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/chynes/2018/03/22/this-singapore-startup-bets-on-blockchain-for-the-future-of-data-security/
https://www.coindesk.com/decentralized-web-just-might-need-databases/
http://www.ibtimes.com/why-your-data-could-be-risk-without-decentralized-computing-2640631


CONTACT US TO 
LEARN MORE
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Bluzelle has offices in Singapore and 
Vancouver

Bluzelle Headquarters
UIC Building
Level 10
5 Shenton Way
Singapore 068808

Bluzelle Vancouver
Level 29, 550 Burrad St.
Vancouver, BC V6C 0A3

hello@bluzelle.com 

mailto:hello@bluzelle.com

